
Des camarades chéris, qui notre monde 

Ensoleillaient de leur société

Ne dis pas, angoissé, “ils ne sont plus”

Dis, bénissant, “ils existaient.”

О милых спутниках, которые наш свет

Своим сопутствием для нас животворили,     

Не говори с тоской: их нет,     

Но с благодарностию: были. 

В. А. Жуковский «Воспоминание» (1827) 

Day in memory of Miguel Ocio on Monday, October 3rd 2005

On the glassy behavior of vortex systems

V. Vinokur



Generic I-V characteristic of the driven vortex lattice 
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How can it work?

How can our object choose this optimal hop?

optimal hop

Retarded segments

Should control dynamics

But… for rare fluctuattions logbarrierE L�

(at best)

Energy gain due to external force L�
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We are interested in the distribution density

Ψ(τ)Ψ(τ)Ψ(τ)Ψ(τ) of the departure times τ.  To find it we 
will determine first the probability distribution

W(E) of barriers E controlling string dynamics 

Consider a change in the configuration of the 

elastic string in the random field:

We call it departure from the initial position 1. 
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We replace each segment

of the length Lc
by a single effective impurity:

…and view the

departure from the

Impurity as a spin

flip
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U

It costs energy U to flip 

(depart from) a site

The barriers controlling the flips 

(hops) to the neighboring site 

fluctuate about Uc..

Departure of the 

segment is controlled 

by 

U(1)=max{U1,U2,U3}=U2

cL

Consider a segment 

of three units: {1,2,3}
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Renormalization procedure
assign to each block 

its largest barrier …
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Generally we consider blocks 

consisting of m units

replace each block by a new unit 

with these new barriers…

…and repeat the procedure…







Global distribution:

Ln :   the density of pinned segments 

of the length L

1/Ln Lν� 1 / 2fd dν = + >



The mean motion is controlled by the largest departure/waiting time

corresponding to the hop of the optimal segment Lopt(F).



Depinning temperature:
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Dynamics becomes marginal:
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Irreversibility line: to the left of this line replica 

symmetry breaking occurs

Dingping Li, B. Rosenstein (2005)





Conclusions:

The low-temperature dynamics of driven 

elastic manifolds in random environment is governed by a

power-law distribution of hopping times.

It looks like the slow dynamics of elastic systems controlled by the extreme value 

statistics of energy barriers and the replica symmetry breaking description 

of disorder within the field-theoretical Ginzburg-Landau approach are in fact 

the two facets of the same phenomenon.


